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City of Boston
City of Boston:

 48 square miles

 673,184 est. population (2016)

 Largest city in New England

 Founded in 1630

BWSC is responsible for:

 800+ miles of sanitary/combined

 600+ miles of storm

 80,000+ structures

 Manholes

 Catch Basins

 Regulators

 Tide Gates

 Siphons

 Outfalls



Boston Water & Sewer Commission
Sewer Condition Assessment Program

What is it?

90+ miles of sanitary and storm CCTV inspections each year

~25% of system cleaned & assessed over past 3 years 

180+ special structures per year (regulators, tide gates, outfalls, siphons)

Why did we do it? 

Consent Decree driven; Self-imposed goal was to inspect ~10% a year

To move from reactive to proactive asset management (long-term goal)

To increase the use of quality data in the business decision making process

How did we do it?

Created CMOM department with strategic hires

Support from leaders in the industry

Leveraged technology



Leveraging (or Not Leveraging) Data

Data from various sources
-Engineering/Planning
-Operations
-Construction
-Numerous CCTV contractors

Data captured in several formats
-MS Access, Excel
-PDF
-FPF, Paradox

Not all data was incorporated into 
CMMS

Not all inspections could be mapped 
to GIS

Planned capital projects by watching 
the CCTV videos

Methods used for inspecting and data management has varied significantly





Re-Engineered Inspection Workflow

Pipe ID
Manhole ID
Cleaning
…
Weather



95% of the inspections linked to 
the correct pipe in GIS.

5% of the inspections discovered 
unmapped manholes.

Inspections Summarized 

by Neighborhood

Piloted in early 2014



Re-Engineered Inspection Workflow



Complete software platform used for managing the condition of assets

Supports ranking and prioritization of infrastructure to determine 
remaining useful life, infer risk, and make more informed decisions 
about assets and their rate of deterioration

Collects many types of inspection data, syncing the data together 
while also retaining the asset’s history to provide a unified view of the 
current condition of a particular asset; we refer to this as ‘data fusion’.

What is GraniteNet?



Operator Friendly

Web Based 
Browser


Easy-to-use Interface 
for Operators 



Hot Keys for 
Easy Entry“The trucks that we have working on the 

BWSC job do have the full asset list and the 
guys absolutely love it. They are saving tons 
of time not having to enter in all of the info 
every single time.”



Prebuilt Software Integration Modules 



Software Integration Overview

1. Work orders 
created in Cityworks.

2. Work orders imported 
into GraniteNet office 

database as pending tasks.

3. Pending tasks transferred 
to Trucks.

4. Tasks completed 
in Trucks.

In a previous staging 
process, all assets are 
loaded to GraniteNet 
office database from 

ArcGIS.



Asset Decision Support Tool developed by CH2M

Code List

 700+ codes; structural, maintenance, I&I

Scoring System

 Scores on a 1-100 scale
 1 = like new; 100 = deficient

 Starts with the score of the worst defect and 
incrementally adds the others

Customizable codes & scoring values 

What is SCREAM?

98 55 35

+ +

99



Web Reports

 Information including access to videos is accessible to all of 
the Commission

What is SCREAM?



Pipe Condition from Completed Inspections

 There is not a strong 
correlation between age and 
condition

 Decay curves may not address 
real-world factors that 
influence the condition of an 
asset

 Inspection data provides a 
better measure of impacts 
related to:
 Environmental Factors
 Installation
 Operating Practices
 Maintenance

Inspection Results



- 315 miles inspected

- 98% of the inspections linked 
to the correct pipe in GIS

Inspections Summarized 

by Neighborhood



 Positive response from the community

 Better communication and coordination between internal 
departments and city agencies

 Better resource allocation and scheduling/coordination of 
capital projects

 Predictive analysis, test modelling, situational awareness for 
incidents and emergency situations

Program Benefits – Blue $$$



 45% reduction in SSOs

 25% increase in sanitary capital projects

 Reduced research time around issues

 Increased GIS accuracy

 Elimination of redundancy of effort – Touch it Once

Program Benefits – Green $$$



Thank you
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